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Ijaho: Idaho Power Company

I EXHIBIT

I1o4k

I
daho Power Companfl (TPC) Fixed Cost Adjustment
(FCA) mechanism compares the authorized fixed-cost
revenue requirement with weather-normalized saics
and reconciles the difference annuaUy for residential

and small business customers. The aUowed revenue is
determined on a per-customer basis during the general rate
case, and the total fixed-cost recovery amount is adjusted
based on the number of customers.

AuthorIty
In 2004, the idaho Public Utilities Commission

established a case to investigate finandal disincentives to
investment in energy efficiency by IPC After a series of
workshops, in 2007 the Commission approved a three-year
pilot of IPCs pmposed revenue regulation mechanism. In
2009, the Commission extended the pilot for an additional
two years, startingJanuary 1, 2010. OnApril 2, 2012,
the Idaho Public Utilities Commission made the IPC pilot
program permanent.

Authodnd Rev•nu• Rqulmm•nt
During the general rate case, the Commission establishes

the class-specific portion ofIPO revenue requirement For
purposes of the FCA, this includes the fixed costs collected
through Residential Service and Small General Service
customer rates. During the general rate case, the Commission
also establishes a fixed-cost per-customer rate—the amount
of fixed cost revenue the Company will recover from each
customer. Finally, the Commission must also establish the
fixed-cost per-kWh rate—the portion of retail rates that
covers fixed costs. “Fixed costs” are defined much more
broadly than accounting standards provide, including return,
taxes, and labor expenses.

Rats of Raum
IPO most recent rate case resulted in an overall

settlement. The Stipulation spedfied an overall rate of return
of 7.86 percent, which combines return on equity (ROE),
capital structure, and cost ofdebt. The Commission made no
explicit adjustment to the Company’s allowed rate of return

based on the implementation of the FCA.

R•v•nu• Adjustm•nt Mchanlsm
The revenue adjustment mechanism was designed to

be weather normalized. For each customer class included
in the revenue regulnion mechanism, the actual number
ofcustomers (CUST) is multiplied by the fixed-cost per-
customer rate (FCC to give the allowed fixed-cost recovery
amount. This pm forma amount is then compared to the
fixed costs itcoverecl by the company. This actual fixed-cost
recovery is determined by taking the weather-normalized
sales for each class (NORM) and multiplying it by the cost-
per-kWh rate (RI) as determined in a general rate case. The
difference (allowed fixed cost recovery minus actual fixed
cost recovery) detennines the FCA. In this way, the revenue
requirement is adjusted between rate cases based on the
number ofcustomers, and is weather normalized, leaving the
weather risk with the company. This difference is the FCA
and is applied to each decoupled customer class.

The mathematical formula is FCA s (CUST x FCC) -
(NORM x Fa). Th.: number of customers is determined
by class on the same basis as the methodology used in the
general rate case.

R.condllng Actual R•v•nu• WIth
Authodad R•wnu•

Each month, the actual fixed-cost recovered amount is
deternted based on the weather-normalized sales for each
customer class multiplied by the fixed-cost per-kWh rate.
For reporting, a monthly “shaped” fixed cost per kWh is
used for calculating actual fixed-cost revenue. This adheres
to Generally Accepted Accounting Practices (GASP) and
better reflects end-of-year impacts within the year. The
methodology used to weather-normalize actual monthly
energy used in the FCA is the same as used in the general
rate case. Finally, the actual fixed-cost recovered amount is
subtracted from the allowed fixed-cost recovery amount and
the difference is recorded as a line item in the monthly Power
Cost Adjustment (P0k) report provided to the Commission.
Differences are deferred with interest until the end of the
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ycal-. fhc actual FCA bahince will differ from that recorded
in the monthly reports to reflect the fact tht the deferral
balance is calculated øn an annual, I]()t monthly basis. ECA
balance is based on annual average prorated cctstomer count,
annual weather normalized sales, and non haped FCE
rates, ihich would affect both the I)alancc accrual and the
associated interest

Each year, the Company totals the FCA results, including
interest, for the period from January 1 to D eernher 3 1 . If the

total is negative, it represents an under-collection of revenue
from customers and the amount will be rec3vcred from
ratcpayers in the following year through an adder to rates
(Schedule 54.) Likewise, if the total is posiLve, the Company
has over-collected its fixed-cost revenue, and will return the

excess amount to customers through an adder in rates using

a c:redt or surcharge mechanism. These adustment.s are
currently included in the Annual Adjustment Mechanism

line item on customer bills. Since July 2012 the Annual

Adjustment lelechanism includes PCA and hCA to avoid

customer confusion.
Originally PCAs were calculated for each decoupled

customer class however, the ECA is now recovered

propornonally between the residential and small general

service customers for such reason as a lack of cost of service

studies to support the underlying cost allocations and
acknowledgment of the portfolio” approach toward energy
efficiency Annual adjusmwnts are capped three l)erce;lt
and differences beyond that arc rolled over until the next
period. Adjustments to the rate occur June 1 of the year
following the previous one-year period froci January 1 to
December 31.

IPC was initially obligated to submit its adjustment
request, subject to Staff audit, on March.. 15 ofeach year.
Under the pilot program, this included a detailed summary
of demand-side management (DSM) activit;es that
demonstrate an enhanced commitment to l)Si\l resultmg
from implementation of the fCA. Evidence of enhanced
commitment will include, but not be limited to broad
availability of efficiency and load managemant programs,
bui lding code improvement activi ty, pursuit of appliance
code standards, expansion of DSM prograns, pursrllt of
energy savings programs beyond peak shaving/load shifting
programs, and third party verification” (IPCE-O4- 15
Settlement Stipulation, p 5). However, the Company is no
longer required to file the separate aian.uai raport specifying
ways in which it increased its investment hi energy efficiency
and DSM as a result of the FCA mechanism. DSM is
comprehensively reported in annual DSM iaports flied with

the Commission.

Potential Changes
The Corn missi on noted when approving the permanent

FCA that it “does not isolate or identify changes in cost
recovc my associated solely with the Company energy
efficiency programs.’’ The Company was required to tile a
proposal to adjust the FCA to address the capture of changes
in load IOt related to energy efficiency programs. In its
compliance filing, IPC recommended making no change to
the fCA mechanism, but did propose an altered mechamsmn
in order to comply with. the Commission request. The
proposal. would cap the annual change in pereustomcr
consumption tO two percent (up or downl. The Commission
Staff had. P1e\aOtmSlY proposed thai the FCA balance he

equally shared bet\vcen the customers and the (.omupany
in order to account for variations in cnerg consumption
other than weather and energy efficiency However, the
Commission kund that neitlier prpsal satisfied its needs,

stating that the Company ProPosal to cap deviatmons in

annual usage would not have had aii’ effect on previous FCA

results. Additionally, both IPC and the Idaho Conservation

League filed comments stating that the StafPs 50/50 shanng

proposal failed to remove the tlnancial disincentives inherent
in DSNi programs. The Commission finally deternuneel
t:o keef) the FCA mechanism unchanged and contuRie to
monitor the results.

Complementary Policies
idaho requires its investor-owned ut.i lities to pursue all

cost-effective energy efficiency; however, it does m;ot have

incentives for achieving energy efficiency savings.
IPC uses inclining block iutes as the default rate structure

for its residential customers, but there is also available an
optional lime—of—Day pilot program with summer and winter

peak and off-peak periods. Small general service customers
take service on a twmtier, inclining block schedule.

IPC has no filing or reporting requirements relating to
service quality (except in Oregon).

Energy Efficiency Outcomes
Before IPC iiplemented revenue regulation in January

2007 , it reported increasing incremental energy efficiency

savings from 0 percent of retail load in 2003 to 0.5 percent of

17 Cinder No. 32505, P Available am: http://wwwpuc.idaho.
gov/orders/32599.ord132505. pal
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retail load in 2006. Since die revenue regulation mechanism

was i rflf)CTflCflted , reported savings have increased fron:].

0.6 tcrccnt. in 2007 to 1 .3 percem in 20 1 0 (with low or no

repoiied savings in 2009 and 2() 1 1 )16 The DSM Report [or

201 2 shows this to be .2 pecent.

Resources
Idaho Pttblic Utilities Commission

IPC-E-O+-15 - Idaho Power — Investigation of Financial

Disinceni [yes

IPC-E-09-28 - Idaho Power — Application to Make the

Fixed Cost Adjm tment Permanent
IFC-E-11-19 - Idaho Power — Request to Convert

Schedule 5’f (Ec) From Pilot to Permanent

S LilA. Forni IifA—86 t data files. Available at: ht.tp://www.eia.gov/electriciy/clata/eia86 1/
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Maryland: Baltimore Gas and Electric

B
alumore Gas and Electhcb (BGE) revenue regulation
mechanism compares actual distribution revenue
to the authorized revenue, adjusted for the number
ofcustomers, for each applicable rate schedule. The

authorized revenue, including the cost ofpower, is based on
test year requirements and sales levels. Over- or under-coflec
dons are reconciled monthly through a rider. This mechanism
diffeis from the others we describe by haidng a monthly,
rather than annual, deferral and recovery period.

Authority
BGE requested a revenue regulation mechanism in 2007

due to the expected impact on electridty sales of the com
pany’s conservation and demand response proams. BCE
stated that the revenue regulation mechanism was neces

saw to eliminate the inherent disincentive in the traditional
ratemaking process with respect to conservation and demand
response. Under traditional ratemalting, BCE pointed out
that, “a one percent reduction in electhdty use and demand
on the Company system for the residentiaL and small corn-
maW classes would cut cost recovery by approximately $4
million. This first year impact on recovery is then followed
by $8 million in the second year (as an equal amount of say-
ings is added), and so on: the five-year loss to shareholders
from this steady-state utility investment program would be
more than $20 million”’9 The revenue regulation mechanism
proposed by BCE was based on its gas revenue regulation
mechanism, which has been in place since 1998.

Authodad R•v•nu• R.qulmm.nt
BCE initially calculated its revenue requirement per class

separately for each rate scale based on weather-normalized
2007 sales and the number of customers. Because BGE pro-
posed the mechanism in 2007, the test year 2007 included
nine months of actual sales and three months of forecasted
sales. BGE used three steps to calculate the base monthly
revenue requirement:

1. Calculate the Customer Charge revenues by
multiplying the number of customers by the

Customer Charge for each class.
2. Calculate the Delivery Service revenues by

multiplying the weather-normalized sales by the
Delivery Price for each class.

3. Add the Customer Charge revenues and the Delivery
Service revenues to determine the base revenue
requirements for each class.

BCfl residential, small general senñce and general
service customers an included in the revenue regulation
mechanism.

Rat• of kturn
BCE was allowed a return on common equity of 9.75

percent applied to a common equity ratio of 51.05 per-
cent in its most recent rate case. BCE strongly opposed the
reduction of its ROE and preferred another lost revenue
mechanism over revenue regulation if an ROE reduction
was implemented as a result of revenue regulation.

The Public Service Commission (PSC) made no adjust-
ment to BGEs ROE when revenue regulation was first
implemented in 2007, but did reduce its allowed ROE by
50 basis points in the last rate case. The Commission had
previously reduced the ROE of another utility by 50 basis
points when it adopted a similar revenue regulation mecha
nism for that tility22’

Rn•nuo AdJustmont Mchanlsm
On a monthly basis, the adjustment to base revenue

requirement is calculated for each rate class using the
following steps:

19 BCE. (2007, October 26). 91 1 lFthngConser
va102607E Available at: httpi/webapp.psc.state.
md.uWlntrane&mafllowcontentcfmThlepath=C:%
SCCasenum%5CAdmin%20Fffings%5C60000-
109999%5C108061%SC9lllFffingConsenralO26O7Epdf.

20 Potomac Electric Power Company.

21 BGfl gas mechanism was approved in a 1998 settlement that
did not discuss any adjustment to ROE.
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1 Ca1cu1ac the revenue acljusmcnt for the changc in
the nunbcr of customers by i;u1tip1ying the change
in the number oF CUSOIT1CiS by the Customer Charge.

2. Ca1cu1ae the revenue adjustment associated xv

the change in sales by nu1t1plyng the change in the

number of customers by the average usc per customer
ai1 multiplying that product by the Delivery Price for

the class.
3 . Calculate the target base revenues for each class

for the cunent period by adding the two types of

adjustments to the revenue requirement.

The Delivery Price hr each class is the delivery rate,

estabhshed by the PSC, adjusted for the electric universal

service charge, nuclear decommssmning credits, and the

administrative credit. associated with the administrative

adder portiofl of the Standard Offer Service rates22
[3(;E had a full electric and gas rate case in 201023 and

another one flied in 2013 and concluded in 2014.24 Both

reset the required decoupling elements—monthly revenue

requirement, monthly average usage per customer, and

number of customers. Neither case changed the mechanism.

Flie decoupling mechanism now excludes lost sales

resulting from major storms.

Reconciling Actual Revenue With
Authorized Revenue

C)n a monthly basis, each rate c1ass target base revenues

are compared to the actual base revenues for the month.

The difference is divided by the forecasted sales for the

following peiiod to calculate the monthly rate adjustment.

Balancing accounts are used to record the timing differ-

ences associated with when the adjustments are calculated

versus when they are billed or refunded. The monthly rate

adjustment, Rider 25, is capped at ten percent of rates. Any

amount beyond men imerceimt of the current rate will he car-

ned over and reconciled in the subsequent period.

rates—summer and winter. BGE also offers a TOU rate as
an option to standa:d offer residential eustonmers and as the

default rate for smal general service customers.
Regarding perfo r nance incentives under revenue regula

tion, in October 20 1 2, Maryland issued a four-part plan

designed to speed up investments that will strengthen the

stat&s distribution grid. Part of that plan would set a rate-

making structure that aligns customer and utility incentives

by rewarding reliabJity that exceeds established reliability

metrics and penalizng failure to reach those metrics. A task

force has encouraged the Maryland state regulatory corn-

mission to implement a performance-based ratemaking
for lOUs such as BCE, linking a uti1ity progress or

failure to nicet certain reliability metrics with its authorzecl
rate of return.

Energy Efficiency Outcomes
\Vhen BCE implemented electric revenue regulation in

mid 2007, it had mt achieved incrernent:al energy savmgs

for several years. In 200$ it reported incremental savings of

0.5 percent of retail load, increasing to 1 .7 percent in 2010

and 2011.

Resources
Maryland Public Service Commission

Letter Order NIL i0i%061 (December 27, 2007)

Letter Orders ML 1t)8069 (November 30, 2007)

Case No. 9036

Order No. 80460 (December 21, 2005)

Case No. 9230

Order No. $3907 (December 13, 2013)

Case No. 9326
Order No. 86060 (December 1 3, 20 1 3)

Complementary Policies
Matyland requires its electric utilities to provide energy

efficiency services to achieve a ten-percent reduction in per

capita electricity usc by 2015. The stateg overall goal is a

15 percent reduction of per capita electricity use by 2015.

Aitlumugh the PSC is expliditly allowed tO approve financial
incentive mechanisms to PrO1mte energy effieieney no

incentives have been approved yet.25

BGlds default service to its standard offer residential cus

tomers (those customers who have not elected to take germ-

eration service from an alternate supplier) features seasonal

22 BGE. (2007, ()cther 26). 9t 1 tiilingConser
\ra I 02607E Avail ml)le at: http://webapp.psc.state.
nmcl.us/intranet/n aillog/contenr.cfrn?filepaih=C:°to
5CCasenurn%5C AclrninX2OFi]ings%5C60000-
109999%5C108)61 %5C9 1 1 1 [ilmngConserva102607Epd.f

23 Case No. 9230 — See references above.

24 Case No. 9326 — See references above.

25 ACELE. Man tant.. Available at: lntp://aceee.org/sector/state
policy/marylanclnEnergy Efficiency Resource Standards

26 ETA. form EIA-8:ml data files. Available am: http:/Avmvweia.
gov/electricity/data/cia8ô 1/
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Tctblc 13

Annual Incremental Energy Efficiency Savings as Percentage of Retail Sales68
Ilightighttd c&lls ar th vai thcit uttlitv staitI c1c pling

Idaho Power Company

Wisconsin Public Service
Corporation7°

I Iawaiian Electric Company7 00%

lion will be made in fuwrc mechanisms, and funhcrmorc it
is anticipated that follow on viork to this paper vnill vant to
siudy that C()flflCCtio]E[ between revenue regulanon and DG
performance.

Conclusions

An increasing number of states are h)Okiflg to increase
the rate of energy efficiency investments for their long-run
cost and risk advantages. The benefits of energy efficiency
include not only its ability to reduce system costs across the
distribution, transmission, and generation functions hut
also the opportunity for customers to reduce their indivici
ual energy costs for their own electric bills. Nevertheless, it

is countcrintuitive to encourage or order a utility tO sell less
of its pmduct. In order to encourage the proliferation of en-
ergy efficiency progran.i s as a solution that can contribute to
this nation energy needs, this tension between the goals of
society versus the goals of the utility needs to he addressed.
Revenue regulation can be such a solution by removing the
link between sales and revenues.

There are nIany ways to implement revenue regulation
and multiple decision P0itt5 that. regulators must consider

in designing a revenue regulation mechanism. This paper
focused on six utilities, each of which implementeci revenue
regulation in different ways in accordance with the objectives
of that state. Different decision points discussed include:

. Sliould revenue regulation apply to all functions
(generation transmission, and distribution), which
sometimes depends on i.f the utility is regulated or
restructured?

. Should revenue regulation apply‘ to all customer
classes?

0.5% 0.4% 0.5% 1.1%

. Should there be symmetry such that a reconciliation
adjustment oc :urs for both over- and under-recoveries
of the revenue requirements?

I Should recovery of indicated surcharges be
conditioned oi i acceptable performance on customer
service quality or energy efficiency goals?

. Should there l:e an attrition adjustmen.t to account
for other expenses. or should the revenue regulation
adjustment be limited to reconciling existing revenue
requireinen ts?

. Should there he an inflation adjustment?

. To calculate the revenue requirements, should the
current or accrual method be used?

. Should the adjustments be made in rate cases or
through a rider?

. I-low frequently should adjustments be made:
monthly, annually, or some other time period?

. Depending on the period of time between true up and
recovery, should there he carryin.g charges, and if so,
how should they be calculated?

68 ETA. Form Eiz\-8()t data flies. Availabie at: http://www.cia.
gov/eiectricty/da:a/eia8o 1/

69 PG&E began rcv nue regulation in 1974 and it was later
suspended and recommenced in 2001.

70 \VPS savings are represented by the statewide program
savings from the ocus on Energy program. WPS provided
additional funds to Focus on Energy starting in. CY1O,
through their tori itory-wide program activities.

7 t In 2OtN, [—tawaii nergy, a ratepayer-funded statewide
energy eliieiency :rovider, began delivering services. Savings
reported after 20)9 represent savings achieved through the
program.s f Hawaii Energy.
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Pacific Gas Sr Eiect.ric°

Baltimore Gas & Electric

National Grid

2001 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

1.1% 1.6% 1.0% 2.1% 3.5% 2.0% 1.9%

0.1% 0.3% 0.5% 06% 1.0% 1.1% 1.3%

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.5% 0.6% 1.7%

0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.9% 1.0% 0.9%

1.1% Q99/ 1.2% 0.9% 0.5% 1.1% 1.36%

0.5% 1.2%


